Demo the wood shed by Pinecrest Cabin
This is an old log cabin style shed that needs to be taken down for safety reasons. Once disassembled the logs need to
be cut into small pieces and taken to the firewood pile or to the burn pile. 4-6 people. May want to have one trained adult
using a chain saw and proper safety equipment to cut the logs into sections after the structure is taken apart.
Tools Required:
Pry bars, sledge hammers, safety glasses, gloves
Parking area next to pole barn at Ranger Area
We need to construct a small retaining wall using railroad ties next to the pole barn in preparation for a new parking area
for three vehicles. Once the wall is complete, on another date, we will then fill in the area with dirt and shale, compact the
area and put a gravel pad down. Some digging will be involved to set the first row of RR ties in the ground. It will be
necessary to drill holes into the RR ties and set with rebar driven through the RR ties and into the ground several feet.
The use of a “DeadMan” for structural support of the retaining wall is required.
Tools Required:
Shovels, 48” level, Electric Drill w/ ½” x 12” auger bit, sledge hammer, circular saw, Safety glasses, gloves
Materials Required:
RR Ties, ½” x 48” rebar
General cleaning/ organization of lumber and building materials behind the workshop
We need to sort and organize the lumber in the racks behind the workshop. This will include disposing of unusable
materials and properly storing the materials we want to keep. In addition in the wooded area behind the workshop are
assorted building materials and trash that need to be sorted and organized. We want to relocate these materials to the
area next to the “Hardware Store” on pallets. (This will be a good general labor project)
Tools Required:
Gloves, wheelbarrow
Materials Required:
pallets
Tent platform repairs and leveling
We need to go to each campsite and replace damaged boards on the tent platforms using Trex boards. We also need to
level and stabilize the platforms. This needs to be done in all campsites except Tall Timbers, Zeb and Cooper. This is a
good project for several small groups. It will be necessary to have adults as part of the group to use the circular saw to cut
the Trex boards to length.
Tools Required:
Pry bars, hammers, cordless drills w/batteries, screw tips, tape measure, circular saw, generator, extension cord, safety
glasses, gloves,
Materials Required:
Trex boards, 2 ½” deck screws
Brush/firewood cleanup
We want to clean up the excess brush and firewood that is lying on the ground in the campsite and program areas of
camp. The work group can place the brush in piles along the main road in camp. The firewood can be stacked neatly in
each campsite. At a later date the brush will be turned into mulch and used to cover muddy areas in camp. (This will be a
good general labor project)
Tools Required:
gloves
Fence along Rangers driveway.
We need to construct a barrier along the road to the Rangers area and Chapel Hill to prevent people from driving onto the
grass space where the sewage drain field is located. We have galvanized pipes we can drive into the ground approx. 12”
deep spaced approx. 6’ apart. We can then run rope from pole to pole. This will require some older and stronger people to
drive the poles into the ground.
Tools Required:
Pole Driver, level
Materials Required:
Galvanized pipe, rope

